2022 Theatre Night Awards
Foxy Winners

Outstanding Achievement in Contemporary Costume Design
Immaculate Heart Academy
Godspell
Nancy Reynolds

Outstanding Achievement in Period/Fantasy Costume Design
St. Joseph Regional High School
Something Rotten!
Taryn Tonelli, Thomasina Hyland, & Evan Hoehn

Outstanding Achievement in Makeup & Hair Design
Leonia High School
A Midsummer Night's Dream
Jude Ala

Outstanding Achievement in Lighting Design
West Morris Central High School
Songs for a New World
Jeff Hogan
Wendy and Peter Pan
Timothy Meola

Outstanding Achievement in Scenic Design
Summit High School
Newsies
David Robertson
Romeo and Juliet
Stephanie Gallegos

Outstanding Achievement in Virtual Background Design
Rahway High School
Shrek the Musical TYA
Jensyn Modero

Outstanding Achievement in Sound Design
BCIT Medford APA
12 Incompetent Jurors
Scott Cooney
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Outstanding Achievement in Editing
Pascack Valley High School
Little Shop of Horrors
Tom & Merielle Lupfer

Outstanding Achievement in New Media/Special Effects
Ridge High School
Puffs, or Seven Increasingly Eventful Years at a Certain School of Magic and Magic
Dallas Harvey & Jason M. Stewart

Outstanding Achievement in Live or Original Music in a Play
Governor Livingston High School
The Show Must Go On!
Jayda Reyes
Clue
GL Music Department

Outstanding Achievement in Student Stage Management
Ramparo High School
The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee
Caitlin Berenson

Outstanding Achievement in Educational Impact & Community Outreach
Mount Saint Dominic Academy
Letters To Sala
Michelle Posner

Outstanding Achievement in Dramaturgy
Ocean Township High School
A Christmas Carol
Chelsea Gower

Outstanding Achievement in Choreography in a Middle School Musical
Glenfield Middle School
Edges
Maria McMahon

Outstanding Achievement in Choreography in a High School Musical
Summit High School
Newsies
Kelly Mott Sacks
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Outstanding Achievement in Choreography/Movement in a Straight Play or Film
Arthur L. Johnson High School
The Great Gatsby
Peter Nevargic

Outstanding Achievement in Stage Combat
Princeton Day School
A Midsummer Night's Dream
Stan Cahill

Outstanding Achievement in Direction of a Musical
Pascack Valley High School
Little Shop of Horrors
Tom & Merielle Lupfer

Outstanding Achievement in Direction of a Play
Hopewell Valley Central High School
Much Ado About Nothing
Katherine Rochon

The Peter Filichia Award for Pushing the Envelope in Academic Theatre
Memorial High School
Mi Hogar
Beth Baur

The Jo Anne Fox Award - Newcomer
Watchung Hills Regional High School
Tim Lynch

The Jo Anne Fox Award - Veteran
Summit High School
Anne Poyner

Outstanding Performance by an Actor in a Middle School Musical
Broadway Theater Workshops at St. Joseph Regional High School
Fame
Joseph Lizzi as Nick Piazza

Outstanding Performance by an Actress in a Middle School Musical
Broadway Theater Workshops at St. Joseph Regional High School
Fame
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Eve Antinonelli as Carmen Diaz

Outstanding Achievement by an Acting Ensemble of a Middle School Musical
Broadway Theater Workshops at St. Joseph Regional High School
Fame
Marc David Wright

Outstanding Production of a Middle School Musical
Glen Ridge Middle School
Disney's Camp Rock
Heather Ballantyne

Outstanding Performance by an Actor in a Middle School Play
Lawton C Johnson Summit Middle School
Puffs or Seven Increasingly Eventful Years at a Certain School of Magic and Magic
Reid Whitley as Mr. Voldy

Outstanding Performance by an Actress in a Middle School Play
Lawton C Johnson Summit Middle School
Puffs or Seven Increasingly Eventful Years at a Certain School of Magic and Magic
Faith Bermel as Leanne

Outstanding Achievement by an Acting Ensemble of a Middle School Play
Lyndhurst Middle School
A Midsummer Night's Dream (in Lyndhurst)
Steven Arrigoitia

Outstanding Production of a Middle School Play
Lawton C Johnson Summit Middle School
Puffs or Seven Increasingly Eventful Years at a Certain School of Magic and Magic
Julia Cicchino

Outstanding Achievement by an Actor in a Virtual Musical
Pascack Valley High School
Little Shop of Horrors
Tyler Toledo as Seymour

Outstanding Achievement by an Actress in a Virtual Musical
Montclair Kimberley Academy
Songs for a New World
Ariel Grossman
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Outstanding Achievement by an Acting Ensemble of a Virtual Musical
Immaculate Heart Academy
Godspell
Jodi Capeless

Outstanding Production of a Virtual Musical
Pascack Valley High School
Little Shop of Horrors
Tom & Merielle Lupfer

Outstanding Achievement by an Actor in an Indoor Musical
St. Joseph Regional High School
Something Rotten!
Brendan Moran as Nick Nigel

Outstanding Achievement by an Actress in an Indoor Musical
St. Joseph Regional HS/Broadway Theater Workshops
Something Rotten!, Fame & Mamma Mia!
Christina Priestner as Portia, Carmen Diaz, & Donna

Outstanding Achievement by an Acting Ensemble of an Indoor Musical
Bloomfield High School
Into the Woods
Brandon E Doemling

Outstanding Production of an Indoor Musical
St. Joseph Regional High School
Something Rotten!
Taryn Tonelli & John Asselta

Outstanding Achievement by an Actor in an Outdoor Musical
Summit High School
Newsies
Donald Grennon as Jack Kelly

Outstanding Achievement by an Actress in an Outdoor Musical
Madison High School
The Drowsy Chaperone
Kyra Longenecker as Janet Van der Graaff
Outstanding Achievement by an Acting Ensemble of an Outdoor Musical
Madison High School
The Drowsy Chaperone - Stein & Gable Casts
Blake Spence

Outstanding Production of an Outdoor Musical
Summit High School
Newsies
Anne Poyner

Outstanding Achievement by an Actor in a One Act Play
North Brunswick High School
The Real Inspector Hound
Javian Rojas as Birdboot

Outstanding Achievement by an Actress in a One Act Play
North Brunswick High School
The Real Inspector Hound
Arianna Hodge as Moon

Outstanding Achievement by an Acting Ensemble of a One Act Play
Hoboken High School
Teen
Derek Kinnear & Britteny Schruefer

Outstanding Production of a One Act Play
North Brunswick Township High School
The Real Inspector Hound
Brian Harris & Alevia R-Plyam

Outstanding Achievement by an Actor in a Virtual Play
Millburn High School
Bad Auditions
Dylan Levison as Jeff

Outstanding Achievement by an Actress in a Virtual Play
Bridgewater-Raritan High School
Shakespeare Unmasked
Margot McCann as Multiple Roles
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Outstanding Achievement by an Acting Ensemble of a Virtual Play
Millburn High School
Bad Auditions
Paul Weinstein

Outstanding Production of a Virtual Play
Bridgewater-Raritan High School
Shakespeare Unmasked
Teresa Wallace-Gunning & Thomas Gunning

Outstanding Achievement by an Actor in a Period Dramatic Play
Cicely L. Tyson Community School of Performing and Fine Arts
A Soldier’s Play
Kelvin Langevine as Sergeant Waters

Outstanding Achievement by an Actress in a Period Dramatic Play
Immaculate Heart Academy
Little Women
Taylor Terry as Jo

Outstanding Achievement by an Acting Ensemble of a Period Dramatic Play
Immaculate Heart Academy
Little Women
Taryn Tonelli

Outstanding Production of a Period Dramatic Play
Cicely L. Tyson Community School of Performing and Fine Arts
A Soldier’s Play
James Lemon

Outstanding Achievement by an Actor in a Contemporary Dramatic Play
Millburn High School
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Nighttime
Dylan Levison as Christopher

Outstanding Achievement by an Actress in a Contemporary Dramatic Play
Bergen County Academies
Rosaline Wrecked It All
Emily Walker as Rosaline
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Outstanding Achievement by an Acting Ensemble of a Contemporary Dramatic Play
Columbia High School
Equus
Stephen J Stubelt

Outstanding Production of Contemporary Dramatic Play
Bergen County Academies
Rosaline Wrecked It All
Stephen Kaplan

Outstanding Achievement by an Actor in a Period Comedic Play
Chatham High School
Sense and Sensibility
Dash Green as John Willoughby

Outstanding Achievement by an Actress in a Period Comedic Play
Watchung Hills Regional High School
You Can't Take It With You
Jordan Pincus as Penny Sycamore

Outstanding Achievement by an Acting Ensemble of a Period Comedic Play
Chatham High School
Sense and Sensibility
Laura Russo

Outstanding Production of Period Comedic Play
Watchung Hills Regional High School
You Can't Take It With You
Tim Lynch

Outstanding Achievement by an Actor a Contemporary Comedic Play
Montclair Kimberley Academy
Artifice
Brennan Columbia Walsh as Richard

Outstanding Achievement by an Actress in a Contemporary Comedic Play
Montclair Kimberley Academy
Artifice
Logan Zur as Judith
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Outstanding Achievement by an Acting Ensemble of a Contemporary Comedic Play
Montclair Kimberley Academy
Artifice
Nicole Hoppe

Outstanding Production of a Contemporary Comedic Play
Moorestown High School
The Complete Works of William Shakespeare (abridged) [revised]
Erica Scanlon Harr

Outstanding Performance by an Actor in a Fantasy/Fable Play
Ocean Township High School
A Christmas Carol
Ethan Morris as Young Scrooge

Outstanding Performance by an Actress in a Fantasy/Fable Play
Northern Valley Regional Demarest
Peter and the Starcatcher
Tamar Kaufman as Molly

Outstanding Achievement by an Acting Ensemble of a Fantasy/Fable Play
Ridge High School
Puffs, or Seven Increasingly Eventful Years at a Certain School of Magic and Magic
Martha Harvey

Outstanding Production of a Fantasy/Fable Play
West Morris Central High School
Wendy and Peter Pan
Jeff Hogan & Emma Tafe

Outstanding Achievement by an Actor in a Classical Play
Hopewell Valley Central High School
Much Ado About Nothing
Elliot Block as Benedik

Outstanding Achievement by an Actress in a Classical Play
Hopewell Valley Central High School
Much Ado About Nothing
Sophia Parsons as Beatrice
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Outstanding Achievement by an Acting Ensemble of a Classical Play
Westfield High School
*Much Ado About Nothing*
Daniel Devlin

Outstanding Production of a Classical Play
Hopewell Valley Central High School
*Much Ado About Nothing*
Katherine Rochon

Overall Outstanding Performance of a High School Actor in a Musical
Summit High School
*Newsies*
Donald Grennon as Jack Kelly

Overall Outstanding Performance of a High School Actress in a Musical
St. Joseph Regional HS/Broadway Theater Workshops
*Something Rotten!, Fame & Mamma Mia!*
Christina Priestner as Portia, Carmen Diaz, & Donna

Outstanding Overall Production of a High School Musical
Summit High School
*Newsies*
Anne Poyner

Overall Outstanding Performance of a High School Actor in a Play
Cicely L. Tyson Community School of Performing and Fine Arts
*A Soldier’s Play*
Kelvin Langevine as Sergeant Waters

Overall Outstanding Performance of a High School Actress in a Play
Bergen County Academies
*Rosaline Wrecked It All*
Emily Walker as Rosaline

Outstanding Overall Production of a High School Play
Hopewell Valley Central High School
*Much Ado About Nothing*
Katherine Rochon